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COOK WITH •
Clean, non-poisonous, quick, economical
, Calor' Gas keeps cooking costs to a
minimum. Your ' Calor' Gas dealer is
conveniently near, to show you all the
smart, keenly-priced' Calor' Gas Cooke.s
- to supply you with instant refills - to
provide free maintenance service for all
'Calor' Gas household appliances. 'Caler'
Gas dealer service, like 'Calo:' Gas
cooker value, is unsurpassed.
THIS SUPERB FAMILY
SIZE COOKER - *
EXCLUSIVE TO 'CALOR' GAS
Complete with two cylinde:s, p:essure regUlat01} Deposit
and enough ' Calor' gas for approximately two C 3 10 0
months, completely installed in your home for "L - -
the price of only . • • • • . Cash Price £34 10
* Four fast-boiling hotplate burners with safety-lock taps, high-speed
grill, exceptionally large oven with thermostatic control, easy-to-clcan
splash-plate, finished throughout in pearl-grey, mottled stain-resisting
enamel.
Consult your local' Calor' Gas Dealer now
or write direct to:-
CALOR GAS IRELAND LTD., BANNOW ROAD, CABR\ WEST, D:JBLIN
1-= =
I
for
Write now for illustrated list of appliances and
name of your local dealer to :-
No matter where you live you will' find' a 'Calor'
Gas authorised dealer conveniently near - there are
over 350 throughout the coentry.
T:lis service orGanisation Cn8ures that you need
never be without 'Calor' Gas, every dealer being
train~d in ins:allation and main~enance and carrying
sc:ock of ' Calor' Gas at all times.
For trouble-free Cooking, Heating, Lighting, etc.,
in~st on ' Calor' Gas.
CALOR GAS IRELAND LTD., BANNOW ROAD, CABRA WEST, DUBLIN ~
~~4
...... ,~ ~""~4~h:, t~ '-I-
.""'<:.;~. ~~.<;~~ •
',"* Polythene Bags: 3t lb. IJ4d • 7 lb. 2jSd
* Cartons: Small 3d · Large 7d
It is so much easier and quicker when you have Stag Cook-
ing Salt on hand in your kitchen. Stag is PURE salt, ready
crushed for instant use. You just use it straight from the
transparent polythene bag or from the carton. Write now for
the FREE Stag Cooking Salt booklet to the address below.
ST A ' ID I i ," ,"", ,,',' ,w",wl COOKING ~~iIlaTe
Ready crushed for instant use
A CEREBOS PRODUCT
CEREBOS (IRELAND) LIMITED, ARTANE, DUBLIN
No. 4 Vol. 1
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Wine
Wine is a living thing. It is born out of the sugar of grapes after
much sweat and toil. It grows up and matures in the cellars of the
shippers and wine merchants, whose care and attention it will reflect
at its ultimate destination. It gets sick and rebels at extremes of
temperature, and finally, like every living thing, it ages. The age it
lives to will be influenced to a great extent by its treatment and early
environment. If it is allowed to live in undisturbed peace and quiet
in the cellars of the vineyard proprietor, and being of good body
and substance, the chances are that it will outlive most of us. If the
same wine be subjected to a lot of buffeting and bumping, excesses
of heat or cold, and perhaps the humiliating sentence of standing
erect on a grocer's shelf until finally claimed, it is doubtful if even
the fondest care and treatment could give anything like the life
expectancy of its smug brother in the cellar of the lucky vineyard
owner.
The main constituents of wine are alcohol, acids, fixed oils,
volatile oils, tannin, and various salts. When all these constituents
are present in their correct proportions, and in harmony, no one
constituent predominating on the palate, as if looking for notice, so
to speak, the wine is well balanced and is one to cherish. The amount
of alcohol in any wine depends entirely on the quantity of sugar in
the grapes prior to fermentation. A wine light in alcohol can never be
great, or long lived. The acids in wine are dependant on the weather,
prior to the vintage. If the grapes are not fully ripe the wine usually
ends up with an excess of acid. Alternatively, if the grapes are over-
ripe, the chances are that there will be a shortage of acids. The acids
in a wine give to it a slight touch of freshness, together with its rich
and glowing colour. They also combine with various alcohols, forming
esters which give to it, on maturing, its dis~inctive " bottle nose," in
aontrast to the grapy bouquet of a young wine. The fixed oils together
with the glycerine, and sugar, still in solution, after fermentation give
to the wine its fruitiness and flavour. The tannin and saIts together
with the alcohol go to make up what is generally called the "body"
of a wine.
In ge~eral,.if one can ge?eralise about. wine, or any living thing,
good white wme needs conSiderably less time than good red wine to
blossom forth. The. cheaper varieties should definitely be taken young
when they are at their best.
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~ ~~ Donnybrook ~
~ Phone: 68!)054 ••~ ~~ ~~ .~ ~~ Selections ::
~ from our ~~
~various Depts. ::
~ Pate Foigrass o.fte1t6 lJo.U ::
~ Pi mentoes :.
~ French Pastries all the ingredients to p"epare an ::
:: Section Honey ::~ exquisite dinner for the connoiH:eur, ".
~ Pork Fillets ::
:: Vegetables or a perfect simple lunch- ::
~ Fresh Fruit :~
~ Servelat :~
:: Ice Cream ::
:: Oriental Spices :~~ Frozen Fish DAILY DELIVERIES ~
~ Camenbert to Donnybrook and vicinity "D
:. Russian Salad :.
:: Salami Ballsbridge Mt. Merrion .,=.;
.. .
:: Liver Pate .D
~.:. .~.~Green Split Peas: Tomato Purre: Cereals: Scampi
~ ~
:: Prawns~:Olives: Fish Sticks: Chutneys etc. ::
~ ~~ ~
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SHELBOURNE HOTEL
DUBLIN By JULIA MONKS
When youngish Miss Florence Nightingale called on the indomitable
prison reformer, Mrs. Elizabeth Fry, to offer her services as a social
worker, Mrs. Fry brusquely cut through Miss Nightingale's high-
souled sentiments with: "Can you count spoons? "
That's as maybe, but the message Mrs. Fry so wisely stressed was
that faithful, tireless attention to detail and routine are of paramount
importance in the running of any great institution or the reforming
of one.
In her way, another Victorian, Mrs. Margaret Jury, was something
of the same type when, in the early 1870's she gripped the reins
of management of Dublin's Shelbourne Hotel, then in its fiftieth
year. Thirty years earlier, after a visit to the somewhat more primi-
tive Shelbourne Hotel (run by Martin Burke), William Makepeace
Thackerey had written in The Irish Sketch Book things about the
not-so-cleanliness of that establishment that still rankled in the mind
of this thorough-going, immensly energetic, and Oh-so-capable matri-
arch. This new-born Shelbourne would rank with the best hotels in
Europe, or she'd know the reason why.
Mrs. Jury knew about the hotel business - quite a lot, in fact. Not
only was she the widow of William Jury, well-known as an hotelier
both in Dublin and Belfast, but the daughter of an eminent hotel
family, the Cottons, who hailed from Scotland and the North of
England. Not only had she endless patience with niggling detail, but
the drive, energy and vision needed for being the proprietress of a
truly first-rate international hotel. nd proprietress she was, although
officially sharing that office with her brother, Charles Cotton, and her
son, Charles Cotton Jury, proprietress in the most abundant sense
of the word.
From her country house, Airfield, Dundrum, she used herself to bring
the freshest of vegetables for the hotel cuisine each morning. When
the train from Kingstown deposited irs ccmplcment of cross-channel
visitors Mrs. Jury was always there to welcome them. All this on top
of her tireless supervision of the kitchens, the larders, the linen, the
cellars, the cL.tlery, the plate and her old enerr.y - the dust!
And yet this great woman did not let the tedium of detail dim her
vision of expansion, improvement and all that went with it. For the
first fifteen years of what we shall call the second Shelbourne,
illuminations continued to be by gas, but in 1881 when electricity
first came to Dublin, we can almost see Mrs. Jt:ry racing to buy the
first frilly pink shades for the new electric standard lamps. Also it
was she who envisaged as early as 1883 the need for buying the houses
next door to prevent possible building in the rear, as much as for the
ultimate necessity of expansion.
In the early 1890's Mrs. Jury gave up Airfield and took up residence
in the hotel, thereby creating something of a problem. Old age had
made her a trifle tyrannical and more meticulous than ever in super-
vising the minutest detail in the hotel's workings. Her thoroughness,
in fact, defeated her own ends, for the strain of it produced among
the hotel staff in turn reflected itself upon the nerves of her son and
nephew.
Ultimately, sad to say, this remarkable woman had to be asked to
leave the hotel she had done so much to make great, and she went
to live with her son in England. The management then came into
the hands of yet another relative - Mr. G. R. Olden - who steered
the fortunes of the Shelbourne through its years of peak prosperity -
the late 'nineties up to the outbreak of World War in 1914; through
the War period with its rationing and farewell parties; through the
Easter Week, 1916, when 'Countess Markievicz occupied the College
of Surgeons in yet another part of St. Stephen's Green, and the
British troops had planked a machine gun on the Shelbourne's roof.
It was Mr. Olden who steered it manfully and patiently through the
nine-weeks paralysis of the 1919 strike, right through the dark days
of the Black and Tan epoch, through the Yreaty Days, when Room
112, a lofty first-floor sitting-room, was used for the drawing-up of
the Irish Constitution; through the first Irish Free State Horse Show
Week - in fact till he died, quite suddenly, when on holiday in
Holyhead shortly after.
Upon Mr. Olden's death Dublin born Colonel E. C. Jury - grand-
son of the great Mrs. Jury - took up his hand. He had seen service
in World War I in South Africa, Egypt and India. Hotels were in
his blood, and his military training had taught him the trick of getting
things done promptly and well. In 1930 he became Managing
Director, continuing to act in that capacity till 1947, when his son,
Captain Peter Jury, succeeded him. Meanwhile the chairmanshi",
of the private company had pa sed to Charles Cotton Jury, Colon~l
E. C. Jury's father.
Looking at the six stories of garnet-red brick lightened by the
creamy stucco reliefs, one is first of all made conscious of "comfort-
ableness" which had its origin in the days of mid-Victorian security
and becomes interested in its history.
The story is a long and complicated one. For convenience, let
us start in 1865, with the coming of those great hoteliers, the Jurys
and the relatives the Cottons, who together with another hotelier,
Christian Goodman, bought for £13,000 from the widow and son
of Tipperary-born Martin Burke, the premises of his forty-year-old
Shelbourne Hotel (which had originally been a row of new houses
built on the site of the Earl of Kerry's town house, Kerry House),
and rebuilt the Shelbourne Hotel.
Burke, a shrewd man with capital to invest, in the years which had
followed the Union, had realised the need for a hotel in Dublin which
would take the place of the town houses the impoverished landowners
6
could no longer afford to keep. Martin Burke had three sets of
clients in view - the landed gentry, the tourists (who thanks to the
romantic writings of Walter Scott and Tom Moore were getting
interested in beautiful scenery) and, lastly, the British Garrison and
their visiting relatives. With this in mind, the aristocratic label
" The Shelboume Hotel" was sheer inspiration.
By naming his hotel after that great statesman of George Ill's
reign - William Petty, Earl of Kerry and 2nd Earl of Shelbume,
the first Marquis of Landsdowne, he was pleasing the Castle Set.
but, as most Irish people of the period would know, this 2nd Earl
of Shelbume was really sprung from the common ancestor of their
beloved Lord Edward FitzGerald, the name Petty having been
assumed by the first Earl of Shelburne, who was bom FitzMaurice,
but whose grandmother had been Elizabeth, Baroness Shelburn, who
had married the rich and brilliantly gifter economist, Sir Willi.am
Petty.
In her scholarly and absorbing book "The Shelboume," Miss
Elizabeth Bowen traces the social history of Dublin since the first
FitzMaurice built Kerry House in St. Stephen's Green, largest of
Dublin's Squares; tells of its burning (due to carelessness of the
occupying soldiery after 1798(, of the susequent building by Luke
White of the four red brick dwelling houses completed and bought
by Martin Burke in 1824, with such far-reaching results.
To quote Miss Bowen: "The Shelbourne became the scene of so
many pleasures that their aroma for ever hangs in its air ... haunted
in no other sense, the place still seems to be thronged with the
handsome, the hearty, the happy, and the polite ..." Anad again,
"The place is a Dublin landmark . . ." And, I would add, a great
living and vibrant institution that is a monument to the talent and
vision of a great Hotel-making family.
Gthe lightest
the mildest
the
of
smoothe~t
them all
The lightest, the mildest, the smoothest of them ail,
Crock 0' Gold Irish Whi key is blended by Gilbey's
and distilled by Irish firm with a record nearly twc
centuries old. GJ1bey'~ consummate skill makes every
golden drop ot this superb whiskey a tlch experience
you'll enjoy. Crock 0' Gold come' in a small book-
flask-type bottle, containing onc-sixth ot a gallon
SAUCES
As Demonstrated at the Royal Hibernian Hotel, Dublin
2 peppers or pimentoes
2 or 3 tomatoes
Bouquet garni
Rosemary
Little butter or margarine
Wine vinegar (optional)
2 gherkins
7uice of half a lemon
2 egg yolks
2 tablespoons meat stock
*
Sauce Landaise
Melt butter or margarine, add chopped pimentoes
(if fresh, skin as you would tomatoes, if tinned,
rinse in cold water) and chopped skinned tomatoes,
bouquet garni and a few leaves of rosemary.
Simmer gently till soft Zlnd pass through a Mou-
linette or seive (this improves texture of sauce
and also removes any little pieces of bouquet gami
and rosemary). Put sauce back over heat and add
finely-chopped gherkins (if using gherkins pre-
served in vinegar and only a few drops of wine
vir.egar) and a few drops of wine vinegar.
This sauce is from the south-west of France
and is excellent with cold meat or boiled fish.
Quantity - sufficient for 4 persons.
Time - about 20 minutes.
* *
Avgolemono Sauce
Break the two egg yolks in a bowl or in top
of a double boiler over hot water. Add the lemon
juice and stock (meat, fish or chicken) and stir
continuously till it thickens. Serve immediately.
This is a Greek sauce that is used with prac-
tically anything, especially meat, fish or chicken.
Quantity - 4 persons.
Time - 5 to 10 minutes.
* * *
Y olrs of 2 hard-boiled eggs
Salt and pepper
1 teaspoon wine vinegar
t to ! pint of cream
2 teaspoons chopped gherkins
2 teaspoons chopped capers
2 teaspoons chopped parsley
Mustardspoonful of mustard
Tartare Sauce
Pound hard-boiled eggs very finely and add
salt, pepper and mustard. Moisten with wine
vinegar and then add the chopped gherkins, capers
and parsley. Lastly add the cream very slowly.
Instead of this cream-dressing a mayonnaise
could be made,the only changes in ingredientts
being raw egg yolks instead of hard-boiled ones
and olive oil instead of cream. The procedure
would be slightly different; method as follows:
Break egg yolks into a warm bowl adding salt,
pepper and mustard, mix with a wooden spoon,
then, drop by drop, add very cold olive oil stirring
ur.til mixture thickens; the ghe,kins, capers and
parsley are next added. The correct consistency
is that of thick cream. Cale must be taken at this
stage as the gherkins and capers are usually pre-
served in vinegar and their addition to the mixture
thins it down considerably. So do not add any
vinegar if the consistency is correct.
Quantity - 4 persons.
Time - Cream dlessing method, 20 minutes.
Mayonnaise method, 10 minutes.
Excellent with fish or cold meats.
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BRAND
TH E WISE
HOUSEWI FE
PREFERS
LUSTRE
SALMON
in case of difficulty in obtaining supplies contact
BECK, SMITH & ASSOCIATES Ltd.
29 PARLlAM ENT St.
DUBLIN
FISH FARE
4 herrings, filleted
A little butter or margarine
4 tomatoes
! pint dry white wine
! pint cream
1 teaspoon mustard mixed with
water
4 filleted mackerel, small
t lb. mushrooms
2 onions
Sprig of parsley
Salt and pepper
3 tablespoons white wine
3 or 4 tablespoons breadcrumbs
1 lb. salt cod
1 egg
A pint Cream
Sedt awl pC1l t'er
Breadcrumbs
Pc:!..' nut of butter
2 egg yolks
2 tablespoons taragon 71inegar
1 tablespoon water
2 oz. butter or margarine
1 onion
Filets de Hareng Trophy
Fry fillets in butter or margarine. Skin tomatoes,
chop them and toss them in butter or magarine till
soft. Place sauted tomatoes between each two
cocked herring fillets. Cover with sauce and brown
lightly under the grill.
The Sauce is made as follows: Put wine, cream
and made mustard(English) in a saucepan, bring
te the boil· and reduce to the consistency of thick
cream.
During 1936, in London, Madame Prunier
inaugurated a trophy for the best herring catch
of the season and this dish was composed by her
lat.: chef, M. Cochois, to celebrate the event.
Quantity - 4 persons.
Time - Fish, 10 minutes. Sauce, 10 minutes.
Filets de Maqueraux Nantaise
III an earthenware dish sprinkle raw chopped mush-
rooms, onions and parsley. Arrange on this the
fillets of mackerel, seasoned with salt and pepper.
Moisten with the wine and then sprinkle with
enough breadcrumbs to completely cover the fish.
Cook in a moderate oven for about half-an-hour.
Crushed water biscuits may be substituted for the
breadcrumbs.
Quantities -If mackerel are small, 4 persons;
if they are large, 8 persons, and double quantities
fo~ other ingredients.
Time - about 30 minutes.
Salt Cod St. Germain with Sauce
Bernaise
Soak cod overnight. Cut into fillets and divide
ir. two horizantally, making two fillets of each and
pieces of even thickness if possible. Beat egg yolks
with cream, adding salt and pepper. Dip fish in
egg and cream mixture and then roll in bread-
crumbs. Colour fish under the grill or fry lightly
fo" a few minutes to colour. Place in a buttered
dish and finish cooking in a moderate oven, lid on
dish.
Sauce Bernaise
Make as follows: Chop onion and put in sauce-
pan with. two. tablespoons of tarragon vinegar,
reduce, with hd on, to almost nothing; allow to
cool, add tablespoonful of cold water. In double
b",i'er over hot water break two egg yolks, add
ml~ture to them slowly, stirring continuously; add
::l . ew nU(5 of butter and as soon as the mixture
thl:kens remove from fire and serve with the
cool<ei salt cod.
Quantity - 4 to 6 persons.
Time - Fish, cooking time, 25 minutes. Sauce,
cooking time, 8 minutes.
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MADE BY DON ELLYS, DUBLI • LTD.,
BACON CURERS, DUBLIN.
Donnelly Frankfurter
This is a great sausage, and it deserves great
cooking! Like the excellent frankfurter it is,
it has all the smoky, juicy, meaty succulence and
flavour you'd expect. For connoisseurs of cooking
and for gourmets, Donelly's frankfurter has
opened a new horizon of delicious dishes.
Ask YOur grocer to-day, you'll be SG glad
that you did!
•••
the sausage
worthy of
great cooking
MONDAY'S TREAT
* * *
12 slices of bacon
~ lb minced cooked meat
2 oz. cooked ham
1 small onion
Salt and pepper
1 egg
{ teaspoon lemon peel
~ lb. breadcrumbs
i teaspoon chopped parsley
BATTER
! lb. flour
1 egg
Dessertspoon of rum
~ pint of milk
~ pint of water
i pint frying fat or oil
Kromeskies
Have some slices of thin bacon, about It inches
broad and 2 inches wide. Chop and cook onion
ill fat till soft. Chop lemon peel. Mix together
minced meat, ham, cooked onion, lemon peel,
breadcrumbs and parsley, season with salt and
pepper and bind with raw egg slightly ~aten.
Place a heaped teaspoon of this forcemeat on each
slice of bacon, roll up bacon tightly and leave in a
cool place for 20 minl'tes or so, if pos ible. Make
batter by adding the egg and rum to the flour and
then the milk and water, slightly warmed. Batter
should be the consistency of thin cream. If any
lumps appear pass through sieve or Moulinette.
Allow batter to stand for at least half-an-hour
before use.
To cook - dip stuffed rolled piece of bacon in
batter and then fry in very hot fat till golden
colour. Can be kept warm in a very low oven in
a dish without a lid.
Quantity - 4 to 6 persons.
Time - (Preparation) about half-an-hour.
(Standing) about half-an-hour.
(Cooking) about 15 minutes.
*
Stuffed Cabbage - Goloubtzys
Blanche cabbage leaves in boiling salted water
till soft (about 8 to 10 minutes). Remove from
water and cut out ribs and dry on a towel. Saute
onions in butter or margarine till soft. Mince
cook~d meat. Cook rice in salted boiling water
for approximately 12 minutes, drain. Mix well
together the cooked onions, meat, rice, salt, pepper
and paprika. Put a large spoonful of mixture on
each leaf, fold and roll and arrange in a buttered
baking di h, surrounding it with a little broth or
water. Dot with butter and bake in a 350 oven
fOt about 45 minutes. While it is cooking prepare
sauce as follows: combine a tablespoon of flour
with the same quantity of butter or margatine and
kt it colour slightly over a low heat. Add cream
and continue cooking till it thickens. Season with
sail, pepper and paprika.
When Goloubtzys are tender, pour over the
sauce and brown lightly under a grill for a few
minutes.
Serve with potatoes.
Quantity - 4 to 6 persons.
Time - roughly one hour.
This dish is a speciality of Domenique, a snack
h1r and restaurant in Montparnasse, Paris.
6 large cabbage leaves
Boiling salted water
2 small onions
6 tablespoons cold cooked meat
4 tablespoons cooked rice
Salt and pepper
Paprika
Broth or water
Butter or margarine
Z pint cream
1 tablespoon flour
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The Queen of Hearts she made
And thought them quite delicious
The Knave of H::arts said "Keep your tarts-
•
Farolil's more nutritious."
•
Faro!a makes delicious
dishes-milk puddi ngs,
blancmanges, custard and
cakes. In all seasons-
served het or cold Farola
is a treat for young and old.
FOR ALL THE FAMILY
For Free Recipe Book write to' Cereals Ltd.. The Linen Hall, Dublin,
Also ask for MARSHALL'S Semolina, Ground Rice and Pearl Barley
14
Galway Oysters
* * *
Somewhere about fifteen million years ago, during the Pliocene
Age, the first edible oyster saw the light of day. This is supposed
because no edible oysters older than fifteen million years have ever
been found. However, it must be remembered that for edible oysters
to have existed at that period ancestral oysters must have been there
long long before.
It must be stressed that these facts, while of considerable im-
portance to palaeontologists (who devote their whole lives to studying
ancient animals) and some general geologists, do not greatly concern
the gastronomist of modern times.
Those who are interested in classifying animals tell us that there
are one hundred different types of oysters now alive and since oysters
began there have been five hundred or so. The same people hasten
to assure us that the edible oyster, Oystra edulis belongs to the Order
Anisomyaria, Class Lamellibranchiata, Phylum Mollusca. In more
normal terminology the oyster is related closely to mussels and scallops
amongst others, has two shells and is a true shellfish (as also are the
squid, nail and slug).
Anatomists point out that oysters have lost their feet. Long years
ago the ancestral oysters were provided with one foot each, but the
modern ones have spurned such appendages. The oyster, as it stays
the one position during the greater part of its life finds the possession
of a foot quite superfluous and probably looks down on such creatures
as the mussel which have one. Baby oysters do, however, have feet.
The muscle which holds the two parts of an oyster's shell together
can withstand a pull of 33 pounds in a large individual. For this
reason it is customary to use a knife while opening the beasts. Starfish,
which are homo sapien's chief rival in the oyster business, are able
to open oysters just a little way.
This little is quite enough for the starfish, which has the great
advan'age of being able to push its stomach out of its mouth and into
the oyster through a small slit. It then proceeds to eat the oyster,
and when there is nothing left the shell can be opened and the starfish
takes its stomach out again and swallows it anew.
Other animals which enjoy oysters for a change of diet are certain
snails which bore holes in the shell and eat to their heart's content,
skates and other fish also relish the odd one.
(continued on page 18)
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Pure tinned finish. Smooth and very
sharp points. Packs flat.
For more information mark and
post Reply Card
Star Shopping k
Roto-spit chicken roaster. This is
designed to provide the modem house-
wife with the means for roasting a
chicken in the ancient, time-tested
method of spit roasting. The Roto-Spit
is simple to use, easily assembled, dis-
sembled and cleaned. Requires minimum
attention. Fits any standard lO-inch
roast pan. Six locking positions fully
used means complete rotation of the
chicken. Exquisite flavour. Excellent
results.
Roto-Spit
=: : ::
*
READER SE RVICE CARD
Star Shopping
Dish Drainer
Dish Drainers. Available in a variety of designs to suit all requirements in five
most attractive colours: Ice Blue, Apple Green, Cherry Red, Snow White and
Sunshine Yellow. The Dish Drainers are fabricated in steel with a coating of
plastic which ensures that dishes drain and dry themselves without clatter,
scratch, chipping or breakages. Detach- able all-polythene silverware cup is avail-
able for all the larger dish drainers either included or as an 'extra.' The
model illustrated is No. 701, complete with silverware cup. Size 16<i-in by
12i-in. by 3-in. Attractively gift-boxed.
By posting the enclosed busi s card you will receive, without
obligation, advance information about .the culinary items described on thisIl! page; this has been made possible by special arrangement between the
1\ manufacturers and the Editor of " Good Cooking," and is limited to readers
l~; of this magazine.
l~1 Each news item on this page is also mentioned on the postcard, if any
!li of the art.ides in this issue interest you, mark them on the enclosed card
!\l and post It at once.
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Kitchen Scoop
Star Shopping
For more information mark" and
post Reply Card
The difficulty in serving equal, neat
and economical portions is solved by this
useful scoop. Well made of cast alu-
minium with a solid brass cutter blade
operated by a spring-loaded thumb lever,
it will last through a long period of good
service and is especially useful in schools,
canteens, hotels or for the use of mothers
of families, who are lable to start that
familiar argument about who got the
most! It is as useful for serving mashed
potatoes, greens and mashed turnips as it
is for semolina, rice, blancmange and
ice-cream, and the food will always look:
tidy and attractive. Made in three useful
sizes - 12, 16 or 20 portions to the
quart.
Many marine animals live attached to the shells of oysters and
take up space that could be used by young oysters which like to settle
down in such positions.
The life of the oyster is not to be envied by any normal human
being. While there is no doubt that sitting permanen'dy in one plac~
has much to recommend it (particularly for students of Yogi, etc. ~
The oyster must spend all its time drinking undiluted salt water. A
good-sized oyster drink., seven gallons or so per hour. This adds
up to 168 gallons per day, 61,320 gallons per year or 61,488 gallons
in a leap year.
Any reasonable eater of oysters will realise that this is far too much
for comfort, particularly in the case of so small an animal.
Fortunately the oyster passes the water out almost as soon as it takes
it in, retaining only the small animals which go with the current
and on which it lives. If this did not happen oysters would grow
rapidly to an immense size and the population would decrease owing
to the lack 0f room in the sea.
Each female oyster lays many thousands of eggs. The eggs are
laid inside the body and hatch out into small creatures called veliger
larvae which have two shells and a ring of small hairs which beat
rhythmically and propel the creature through the water. These hairs
are also used to force water through the body - the oyster starts
its life of drinking at a very early age. Spawning takes place at the
full moon and the adults complete their romantic existence by being
alternatively female and male - putting that interesting classical
gentleman, Tiresias, to shame.
The oyster has been known commercially for a great period of
time. The Chinese cultivated them long before the birth of Chri~:,
and the ancient Romans did the same later. M,.,dern 0YG~er farming
has been studied by the French more effectively than by anyone else.
However, the French oyster beds for the most part b:ve been
invaded by the Portugese oyster, without the subtle flavour of the
older type which is now found only around these islands. Pride 01
place goes to the Galway Oyster which has been acclaimed the best
flavoured of all.
This is probably due to some matter of the surrOl.:ndings, such as
climate or the minerals available in the water for feeding. The
Galway Oyster may even be a slightly different type of animal from
any others. It is now rigorously protected as over-fishing has harmed
the stock in former year:;. The Galway season starts in September
and oysters worth more than £9,000 are caught, most of them are
exported.
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Treat y"OUI' family
to TREX cooking!
Pastry that's shorter and crisper than you've ever
known before; cakes that are plumper and prouder,
yet light as a whisper; really digestible fried foods
with all the flavour sealed in .... these are the
rewards of cooking with Trex. This pure,
rich,vegetable fat with its smooth,crcamy
texture, rubs in and creams as quick
as a flash, reducing the labour
of cooking and increasing
the pleasure of eating
... mmmmm!
~f-TREX makes everything nicer!
PASTRY,
CAKES,
FRYING ...
EVERYTHING'S
NICER WITH
Madc in Irdulld for J. Bibby & SOilS Ltd., Liverpool, 3.
MARIA
THE ALTERNATIVE
TO BUTTER
. the differenae is. tJie. price:
NE is the Exclusive TABLE margarine, tasting as
good as creamery butter on bread.
MARIANNE
ARIANNE
creams better than anything else for PASTRIES,
and gives the lightest and best-tasting cakes.
is excellent for FRYING, leaving no unplc,sant
burnt deposits in the pan, does not spit like lard
or other frying materials, causing extra work and
waste. Remember that you have paid for all the
fat splashed on to walls, cooker and floor - and
it is quite a job to get it removed.
ARIANN E is perfect for any sort of coobng.
MARIANNE thus is your ALL ROUND Assistant, he!ping
you to save work, time and money.
To buy a one-pound packet at a time is never too
much to cover all the purposes.
Mothers will remember that Children e. pecially need the constant supply
of VITAMINS included in every packet of MARL\Nl\' E.
Marianne Margarine is used and recommended
by
Maura 0'Casey
.~.~~~
Once started with MARlANNE you will continue.
! lb. spaghetti or macaroni
~. lb. cooked meat
1 onion
Clove of garlic
2 tomatoes
Salt and pepper
N !tmeg
A little flour
6 mushrooms
*1 clove of garlic
1 onion, chopped
IFhite part of a leek
S prig of parsley
Sprinkling of basil
S prig of rosemary
2 tablespoons olive oil
2 oz. tomato puree
Small u'ineglass of red wine
Dessertspoon wine vinegar
2 lumps of sugar
Pinch of salt
1 cup of hot stock'
*
6 oz. buttel' or margarine
3 oz. flour
3 oz. ground almonds
2 oz. sugar
Yolks of 2 eggs
ROMAN
REGIMEN
Roman Pie (Simplified Version)
Boil some spaghetti or macaroni in salted water
till reasonably, but not very, soft. Chop onion,
garlic, mushrooms and previously peeled tomatoes.
Cook these in a little fat in a saucepan with the
lid on. When. soft add salt, pepper and a pinch
of nutmeg and sprinkle with a little flour. Mix
well, now add minced meat and a little stock or
water. Keep hot. Having cooked and drained the
spaghetti or macaroni place half of it in a well
greased dish, put the meat mixture over this, then
the remainder of the pasta. Put a few nuts of
butter or margarine on top and brown gently in the
oven.
Quantity - 4 to 6 persons.
Time - about 20 minutes.
* *Tomato Sauce (Sugo de Pomodoro)
Heat olive oil in a saucepan and when hot add
crushed clove of garlic, chopped onion, chopped
leek, chopped parsley and sprinkling of basil and
rosemary. Cook with lid on till onion and leek
are soft (this takes about seven to eight minutes).
Then add the red wine and bubble furiously for
two to three minutes causing the alcohol to
evaporaote. Now add the tomato puree, wine
vinegar, sugar, salt and stock; stir, bring to the
boil and then reduce to a simmer and cook gently
tiH sauce has thickened - this takes about 30 to
40 minutes.
Variations - 6-8 oz. of mushrooms, sliced or
pounded anchovies simmered in the oil before the
introduction of the red wine. This sauce is perfect
with any of the pastas, spaghetti, macaroni or tag-
liatelli; it could be served with cold meat or chicken
or with freshly-cooked meat - steak, chops, etc.
Quantity - 4 to 6 persons.
Time 45 minutes.
* *Tart Bartolomeo Ealderoni
Mix together the butter or margarine, flour,
ground almonds and finally the egg yolks. Work
the paste lightly and roll out to thickness of a- inch.
Line a tart tin or plate with the pastry, keeping
some to decorate the top. Cover with a thin layer
of jam or puree of fruit, and decorate the top with
a lattice-work of pastry. Bake in a moderate oven
for about 30 minutes, or till the pastry is lightly
coloured. Remove from oven and let stand till
cold, then remove from the tin very carefully as
pastry is very brittle.
Time - 30 minutes.
Quantity - 4 persons.
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At breakfast, with hot or cold
milk, a crispy crunchy source of energy.
Make a mid-morning snack of
delicious Weetabix Scones-
the FREE Weetabix Recipe Book*
tells you how to make them.
Weetabix
----------
To Mrs. Marjorie Crisp,
Dept. G.Cr, Weetabix Ltd., Weetabix Mills,
Burton Latimcr, Nr. Kettcring, Northants.
Please send me a copy 0/ the Weetabix Recipe BJokJet
t:i:rn.e
As a tea-time tre:lt for children,
erve Weetabix coated wIth chocolate
- WeetRbix Chocol:.1te Biscuit.
-....:::::::=~~-,
I
I
I
I
I
I
IL __~~~~~=~_·_~~ ~
* SEND THIS COUPON FOR
~~~~ FREE RECIPE BOOKLET
Easy-to-make Weetabix savouries
from the Weetabix Recipe Book*
are favourites with all the
family at supper-time.
8 Sponge or macaroon fingers
! lb. apricot jam
2 tablespoons of currants
Sprinkling of angelica
10 or 12 glace cherries
3 egg yolks
1 pint of milk
1 tablespoon sugar
DESSERTS
As Demonstrated at the Royal Hibernian Hotel, Dublin
Diplomate a la Creme
Take sponge or macaroon fingers and spread
with apricot jam. Place half of them in a buttered
dish, sprinkle with currants, angelica and chopped
glace cherries. Cover with rest of fingers. Do not
fill dish as fingers will swell.
Make Creme or custard as follows: boil milk
with sugar and allow to get almost cold, beat egg
yolks and mix with the milk, strain and pour over
fingers in dish. Cook, standing the dish in boiling
water in a moderate oven for at least an hour.
Quantity - 4 to 6 persons.
Time - about I! hours.
* * *
Sponge or macaroon fingers
Rum 01' Kirshwasser
Fl'esh strawberries and currants
or
Fresh raspberries
Diplomate with Fruit
The fingers are soaked in half Kirshwasser or
rum and half water; as in previous recipe, half are
placed in dish, on top of them the mashed and
sweetened fresh strawberries or currants or mashed
and sweetened ra pberries. This is covered with
the remaining soaked fingers. No cooking is
required. Leave it in a fridge with a weight on top
(about 2 lbs.)) till following day when you turn
it out. Serve very cold with a creme or custard
a< in above recipe.
Quantity - 4 to 6 persons.
Time - (Making) half an hour; ( tanding),
overnight.
* * *
t lb. ground almonds
t. lb. castor mgar
3 egg whites
Macaroons
Mix the almonds and sugar and add the egg
whites just broken up, NOT whipped. Mix well
and make into little heaps or fingers. Place on
greased paper in cake tin and bake for 25 minutes
in a slow oven.
Use as tea cakes or in Diplomate puddings, as
above.
Quantity - about 18 finger.
Time - 30 minutes.
* * *
Langues de Chat (Cats' Tongue::;)
~ lb. butter or margari/!e ! lb. flour
-~ lb. castor mgar Whites of 3 egf{s
Put the butter of margarine in a warm. bowl !1nd work it wit~ a wooden spoon till
it is quite soft. Add the sugar .(f1avoured WIth vamlla pod) and mIx "·ell. Ad! f,e !Jour
and lastly the stiffly beaten whItes of eggs. Have ready a buttered baking di<h and make
(fll' pIpe from a forcing !:>~'!\ the lan'wes about t inch wide and about 2 inches long.
Allow space for swelling. Bake for 6 or 7 minutes in a moderate oven. When the edges
are coloured they are done.
Quantity - about 4 dozen. Time - 6 or 7 minutes.
• •
)
- the purest ICE CREAM
- the freshest, finest MILK
HUGHES BROS., RATHFARNHAM, DUBLIN
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This most delectable of confections, be it sweet or savoury, is
best made in large specially designed dishes or cases. It is created
from a basic mixture of batter and whipped egg whites. When
served it must be light to the taste. This is accomplished by
serving it very hot when the air trapped inside it expands under
heat and is not allowed to escape by the honeycomb action of the
egg whites. But serve it cold and it will subside at once as the
en-rapped air will not expand - hence it must be eaten within
a few moments of its removal from the oven.
~ ,
~
{ lb. dried apricots
3 tablespoons castor sugar
£7/zites of 3 or 4 eggs
A.pricot Soufle
Soak apricots in cold water for two or three
hours. (If in a hurry, 20 minutes in boiling water
would suffice.) Then put them in a saucepan with
sugar and water in which they were soaked and
cook with the lid on until apricots are soft, this
takes about 15 minutes. Strain and allow to cool
(keeping water in which they were cooked, this can
b~ used as a fruit drink or reduced over heat and
used as flavouring in a pudding). When cool, pass
through a sieve or Moulinette. Beat egg whites
very stiffly and Hdd them to puree of apricots.
Have ready a buttered and sugar-sprinkled dish
about 8 inches across and 3 or 4 inches deep. Put
mixture into this dish and wrap around the dish
some tin-foil or grease-proof paper, making sure
that it stands at least 2 inches above the top of the
dish. Put into a hot m'en ( about 8 Regula) and
cook for 20 to 25 minutes when top should be
golden brown and souffle risen one or two inches.
Serve immediately as it sinks down on cooling.
Quantity - 4 to 6 persons.
Time - (Preparation) apricots, 2t to 3 hours;
(Cooking) 25 to 30 minutes.
* * *
A little jam or fruit puree
3 oranges
Y ollls of 2 eggs
2 level teaspoons ground rice.
1 dessercspoon sugar
i pint milk
Whites of 3 eggs
Orange Souffle
Squeeze the juice out of 3 oranges and grate
o~ chop finely the peel of one orange. Put juice
m a sal;lcepan, add the ground ri:e, milk and sugar
and brmg to the boil, stirring till it i the con-
sistency of really thick cream. Add the chopped
orange peel and egg yolks and stir well over a very
low heat. When very thIck remove from heat and
allow to get cold. Then add the stiffiy beaten v·hites
of 3 eggs, put in a buttered and sugared souffle
,jish ~nd bake in a moc'erate to hot oven for 20 to
2' .mmutes. FIve minutes befo e serdng sprinkle
a little sugar on the soutTle in the oven.
Quantity - 4 perwns.
Time - Preparation an d cooking, abollt -1.5
r: mute~.
"He tiled thekitchen
last weekend ...
...now he's the
nicest man I know"
I've always wanted a tiled kitchen. And I've been
dropping hints to that effect. Broad hints.
I'd just begun to believe that his idea of do-it-yourselfwas
to put down the paper and switch on the television when
presto-a package arrives fcom the local- hardware store and
in he comes with his 'I've-got-a-surprise-for-you' expression.
So he tiled the kitchen with Marley Wall Tiles onl~ /ivepence
c'Ach Said it was easy. Now I don't know whether I'm
prouder ofhim or my kitchen.
If you'd like a tiled kitchen
-send off this coupon now for
all you need to know 'about
wall tiles
-------------,
Please send full details and illustrated 1Jterature
on Marley Wail Tiles together with name of
my nearest stockist.
Name,
I Address_ '~DePt. G.C. Concrc te Products I• of Ir.. land L.d. ILucan, Co. DUblin_________ .J
APPLE EDIBLES
As Demonstrated at the Royal Hibernian Hotel, Dublin
2 lbs. eating apples
2 or 3 dessertspoons sugar
A little water
3 tablespoons breadcrumbs
~·lb. butter or margarine
2 tablespoons sugar
A little red currant jelly
Whipped cream
Apple Cake
Peel apples, cut up and cook with 2 or 3 table-
spoons of sugar and only sufficient water to cover
bottom of dish. Cook till it is a dry puree. Put in
another pan, add the breadcrumbs, butter or mar-
garine and 2 tablespoons of sugar. Mix well over
the: heat, cook for a little while and allow to cool.
Dress in a serving dish with alternate layers of
apple and mixture. Decorate top with red currant
jelly and clots of whipped cream.
YARIATIONS - a few crushed macaroons can
b~ added to the mixture and, if preferred, it can
b~ arranged with a layer of apple and a layer of
mixture in an open tart made of short crust.
* * *
6 cooking apples
Coo/led meat or Continental
sausage
A few cloves or ground cloves
Sugar
Bl'eadcrumbs
A few nut of butter or margarine
Savoury Stuffed Apples - Fouja
Djedjad (Arabian)
Cut the top off each apple, core it and scoop
out the flesh without piercing the apple. Mince
meat (roughly one tablespoon per apple) and add
1 teaspoon of ground cloves per four apples and
mix well. Fill apples with this mixture, sprinkle the
top with sugar and the breadcrumbs and dot with
a nut of butter. Bake in a moderate oven till the
apples are tender (about 20 to 30 minutes). Serve
a~ a savoury or with roast pork.
Quantity - One apple per person if served with
a meal, or two or three apples if served by itself.
T;me - 20 to 30 minutes.
* * *
3 or 4 eating apples
2 oz. butter or margarine
Springling of sugar
Sprinkling of cinnamon
1 tablespoon rum, brandy or
curcao.
Pommes Normande
Peel apples and cut into quarter3, cook in butter
or margarine in a large saucepan or frying pan.
They must be flat in the pan to cook evenly and
they must be turned carefully to cook on all three
sides. When they are soft, but not brown, sprinkle
them with sugar and a pinch of cinnamon. When
serving pour over the warmed brandy or rum or
curacao, which is then set alight.
Quantity - 4 persons.
Time - 10 minutes.
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John Lamb, Chef, The Dolphin
Hotel, Dublin. ~
Lobster Americanne
Cut the lobster into pieces, saving the juice and the intestines and
coral. Season the lobster pieces with salt and cayenne pepper and
fry in butter and oil with chopped onions and shallots. Pour in a
little brandy and set alight. Shake well; add some white wine, some
chopped tomatoes and a little tomato puree and some fish sauce.
Cook for 20 to 25 minutes. Dish up the lobster, reduce the sauce, add
the juice and coral. Strain and pour over the lobster and garnish
with chopped parsley.
Tournedo Rossini
Cook a tournedo in a pan with some butter. Cook a crouton the
same size as the tournedo. When the tournedo is cooked, place it
on top of the crouton on a hot dish with a slice of foire gras and a
slice of truffle and coat with sauce Madere.
Steak Tartare
Take some finely-chopped and minced lean r:.l\"/ beef, seas-n
and mix together with finely chopped onion and a little brundy.
Shape into a nice round steak and make an impression with an egg
in the centre and place a raw yolk of an egg in it. Decorate with
fillets of anchovics, capers, c:10pped onions, salad and chopped
parsley. Serve oil and vinegar separately.
Gateau cl la Orange
Split a round Genoise into two slices. Beat up an on:nge sam1Jaycn
with a little white wine lidded to the orange juice, sugar, grau:d orange
rind and the yolks of eggs, also a liLtle cornflour when cold. Spread
the layers with the sabayon. Put the cake together again and glaze
with orange icing. D;:coraie with dried orange sections dipped in
golden caramel.
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USE MILLARS WINES IN CQ.OD COOKINC
N
o
T
E
Those who understand the secret of Good Cookinr
appreciate the extra piquancy which results
from the use of wine. The mention of wine
in cooking naturally causes the housew.ife
to hesitate owing to the possible ex-
pense involved. This need not
be so as amongst the
recommended
wines
are
T
H
E
D
I
F
F
E
R
E
N
C
E
VINOVA
AMICARDO
6/6 per Bottle
7/- per Bottle
A. Millar & c.., Ltd., have been producing these and
other wines in the country for many years and have
thereby brought good wines to the means of the average purse.
A. MILLAR & Co., Ltd., Tea, Wine & Spirit Merchants, Cordial Manufacturers,
10/13 Thomas Street, Dublin
PARSLEY DAYS
PARSLEY
Parsley is a herb which, though biennial, may be treated as an annual. It is used
as a garnish because of its flavouring properties. It is the stem rather than the leaf which
has the more pungent flavour. The Hamburg, variety with its parsnip-like root, is not
very well known. The root, however, is excellent for flavouring.
The ways of preparing and the uses of parsley are many and varied. We give below
some examples:-
CHOPPED PARSLEY
If it is properly chopped no juice should be produced. If, however, juice is pmduced
it is difficult to sprinkle the herb ever whatever dish is being prepared; the best way to
rectify any dampness is to put it into a sieve and run cold water over it, pressin..; it to
get rid of the moistness. Chopped parsley should be sprinkled on the dish at the last
moment before serving and is neany always used uncooked.
CONCASSED PARSLEY
This is roughly-chopped parsley; it is added a few minutes befo.e serving and is
cooked for a few seconds only.
PARSLEY SPRAYS
For garnishing. Use, if available, a curled-leaf variety. Remove the sprays from the
stalk. Keep sprays fresh in water till required.
FRIED PARSLEY
Have some washed parsley splays ready and dip them into very hot fat for a second
or two; when fried, lemove trom fat, drain and sprinkle with salt. Used to garnish fish
and meat.
Note.-Parsley should never be cooked for more than a few minutes as it looses
its flavour.
* * *
GHERKINS
These are the young fruits of a variety of CucUl:Ij.ber; they are picked while green
and kept in vinegar. THcy are usually bought already bottled, but can be bought 100~e
in some Delicatessen sh ps. 1 hey are much less expensive, 01 course, when bought
loose.
CUMIN
Cumin is a seed which is very aromatic and has an unusual flavour. It is not used
very much in French cookery except in Alsace, where it is used in many cheese dishes. It is
cumin which gives the liqueur Kummel its aromatic qualities.
NUTMEG
This is the fruit of a shrub grown in Brazil, the West Indies and Guinea. It is
used for flavouring - in some sauces, with vegetables and in some Hors d'oevre.
MACE
Mace is the husk of the nutmeg. When it is ;ine;y ground it is used for flavouring.
ALLS ICE
This is the domestic name for Jamaica Pepper. It is very aromatic. It is the drieJ
berry of the Alspice tree.
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NE ET E
ABSOiBS THE DUST, REMOVES THE
Dn~T, APPLIES POLISH AND
POLISHES BEAUTIFULLY
ALL IN ONE GO I
ALSO
Hand odel
WINDOW CLEANER
* THE SECRET"S IN THE NE ETOL
The Nenette Floor Polisher is impregnated with exclusive Nenetol.
This multiple-action fluid-polish gives Nenette its unique dust-
absorbing polish-applying properties. The Nenetol in your Nenette
is good for months of service, and can then be easily renewed
Only Nenette contains Nenetol.
Manufactured and Distributed in Republic of Ireland by Red Rose
Products, 11 Harcourt Street.. Dublin. Phone 54785.
Gastronomic Definitions
*
a la mode, after the style of.
au jus, meat served with its own gravy.
au naturel, plainly cooked or served.
bain-marie, a pan of hot water in which
bowls or saucepans are put to keep
their contents nearly boiling.
beignets, fritters.
blanche, to parboil or scald.
blanquette, a white stew.
bombe, a moulded ice cream, often filled
with a richer ice cream combined with
nuts, fruit, etc.
bouchees, small patties of puff pastry, " a
mouthful."
bouilli, fresh boiled beef.
bouillon, beef, veal or chicken stock.
bouquet-garni, herbs used for flavouring
and removed afterwards, thyme, parsley
and bay leaf tied in a bunch or put in
a muslin bag.
canapes, fried or toasted bread cut into
fancy shapes upon which Hors
d'Oeuvres or savouries are served.
caramel, sugar heated until it turns
brown.
compOte, a stew, usually of fruit or
vegetables.
consomme, a clear meat soup.
court bouillon, a highly-seasoned stock in
which to cook fish.
croquettes, minced poultry, meat or fish,
bound with a sauce and shaped, usually
egg and breadcrumbed.
croutons, small pieces of bread cut in to
shapes and m;ed as a garnish.
cuisine, kitchen or cookery.
dariole, entree of minced meats shaped in
a mould, also there are small pastries
called by this name.
daube, stew of meat or poultry.
diable, "devilled" or with hot seasoning.
entree, generally hot or cold side dishes.
entremets, light dishes served between the
main dish and the sweet, or as an after-
dinner avoury.
*
*
*
*
Escalopes, small steaks not more than t
inch thick, cut from the fillet or leg of
veal.
farce, forcemeat.
fillet, unde cut of loin, also boned breasts
of poultry or game. Flanks of fish.
fines-herbs, a mixture of finely-chopped
herbs.
flambe, to flame or set alight, previously
having been covered with brandy or
rum.
foie gas, goose liver.
foie de veau, calf's liver.
fondant, soft icing.
frapper, to cool with ice.
fricassee, a white stew of chicken or veal.
fumet, "flavour." An essence of game or
fish used as a flavouring.
galantinc, cooked meat or boned poultry,
rolled and covered with its jelly.
glace, frozen, iced or glazed.
liason, thickening. Yolks of eggs, cream
and flour are generally used.
mncedoine, a mixture of various kinds of
fruits or vegetables.
marinade, a preparation of vinegar or
wine, herbs and oil, for pickling cr
sousing meat or fish before cooking.
pate, pastry. A raised pie or a small
pastry filled v'ith meat.
piquante, sharp flavoured.
prec-sale, "salt-marsh." Best quali,y
laob or mutton.
ragout, rich stew.
rissoles, minced meat or fish, usually
bound with a thick sauce and frie:l.
salmi, a stew of garre.
sauter, to cook quickly in butter or fat
in a saut~ or frying pan.
supreme, the best or most delicate part
(of a fowl).
vol-au-vent, a round puff pastry crust
filled with a richly flavoured stew.
zcst, outer skin of a lemon or orange
gra ted or cut very thinly.
*
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Use WINE
•In your
COOKING
In France most chefs never use water in cooking when they
can use wine instead. For wine in cooking heightens the
flavour of the food, promotes appetite, digestion, and produces
£i wonderful feeling of well-being. The House of Morgan
has a lage selection of excellent Wines and Spirits suitable
for use in coo:<ing, and all are most inexpensively priced.
We can also supply such essentials as French Vierge Olive
Oil and White Wine Vinccar. Housewives should know that
our long experience is their to call upon at 36 Dawson Street,
and may we suggest that you keep our Wine List (available
for the asking) in a convenient place in the kitchen?
THE HOUSE OF MORGAN
:16 DAWSON STREET, DUBLIN
most people prefer
GOLDEN COUNTIES
Irish Creamery
BUTTER
Butter at its Very Best ~
Every pound of Golden COJmties Butter contains
the cream from 2} gallons of rich Irish milk. Milk
is a complete and perfect food for human beings
of all ages, and in Golden Counties butter you have
the most valuable ingredients preserved in a con-
centrated form.
UNITED PACKERS LTD., DUBLIN
